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Introduction 2
On one hand the economic theory, on the other economy practice indicate an inextricable connection of generated incomes and reproductive possibilities in micro (in companies, farms) as well as macro perspective (the whole economy). The earned income, void of all obligatory commitments connected with the labour factor salary, fi scal dues, credit and other charges leads to an economic surplus which appearance lets for the accumulative opportunities which are the basis of carried investments, and the same the exceeded reproduction. The income situation of Polish agriculture in fi rst years of economy transformation did not favour those processes -the best case we had to deal with a simple reproduction and servemechanism actions of farms which by minimising own labour salary protected production assets, trying not to let them decapitalise. The EU integration brought a radical change of income situation of farms 1 Article written by the project, which was funded by the National Science Center awarded on the basis of the number of decisions DEC-2011/01/B/HS4/01056. 2 The paper uses excerpts of a wider expert opinion of the authors "Krajowy i unijny budżet rolny dla Polski. Próba określenia proporcji współzależności oraz efektów dla sektora rolnego" written within the framework of Following Years Programme realised by IERiGŻ-PIB in Warsaw entitled: "Budżetowe podstawy poprawy konkurencyjności polskiego rolnictwa" Vol.16, No. 1
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and the same the question arose on affects of this phenomenon on production structures involved in sector under discussion, investment and accumulative processes and expansion opportunities to external markets.
Productive factors 3
The EU integration was probably the strongest incentive of relatively dynamic and eligible, as well as structural, changes. It concerns mostly the land resources for along with the EU accession the area of arable lands dropped from 19,3 million ha (in 2002) to approximately 18,3 million ha (in 2010) so close to 1,1 million ha, i.e. 5,5%. It results from non-farming purposes, e.g. development, road investments etc. At the same time the number of farms decreasedin comparison to the results of AC 2002 (Agricultural Census), in 2010 it decreased by 656 000, i.e. 22,4%, including the farms of arable land of more than 1 ha -by 393 000 (o 20,1%). It all led to increasing the average farming area from 5,76 ha in 2002 to 6,82 ha in 2010. Nevertheless the highest decrease dynamics in reference to 2002 was recorded among the smallest farms (in the area group of 1 ha and 1-5 ha of arable land -AL), where the number of farms dropped relatively by 26,8% and 24,8%. Also the number of farms of the area of 5-20 ha AL (by 17%). No a signifi cant change was noticed in the number of the farms of 20-50 ha. However, a signifi cant change was noticed in the number of biggest farms of the area of 50 and more ha AL -by 34,4%. It must be stressed that small farms (to 10 ha AL) still represent 84,7% of all operating farms.
When it comes to the labour factor then the number of the workers employed only and mainly on farms in 2010 reached 2304 thousand people, in this the majority (96,2%) are the ones working on individual farms as family labour. Despite the fact that the direct comparison of these numbers to the results of AC 2002 is not possible due to methodology, there is a slight tendency of decline of employees in farming.
For a full scope of the situation the issues connected with capital inputs in farming should be pointed. They annually grew dynamically which undoubtedly was a result of support programmes realised in Polish agriculture. It can be supposed that it caused a positive infl uence on the income level reached by farms, which is verifi ed below. Right after the EU accession a high investment inputs dynamics is observed which could result from the favourable economic cycle in agriculture as in whole economy. Nevertheless we must be aware of the "base effect" existence which considers also the investment research in farming due to their very low level before the accession. Besides, economists claim that farmers strive for modernisation of their farms and increasing their productive resources was one of the goals via realisation of which the farms adjustment to market conditions was achieved. Also an interesting connection between the investment and saving of farming incomes dynamics is noticed (see diagram 1). The growth of investments in a particular year results in the decrease of accumulated incomes in the following year. The reason of this phenomenon can be relatively limited savings which run out in the conditions of current investments. However the realised investments do not generate such high incomes so that it could be refl ected in growing savings. It is explained by signifi cant, albeit negative correlation (-0,9) along with R Vol.16, No. 1 4 The increase of budgetary expenditures on agriculture and the analysis of fi nancial fl ows between the EU and Poland bring optimistic conclusions regarding the membership of Polish agricultural sector within the EU structures. Vol.16, No. 1
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Farming incomes
The connection of income situation of farms and the reproduction processes in Poland in the view of the EU integration
To make a full evaluation we must look closer to the agricultural results and characterise the effi ciency of the fl ows. The support given to Polish farmers form the EU budget led to a signifi cant improvement of Polish farming income level.
In 2008 the income per a full-time employee in farming was 2,5 times higher than in 2003. Also the decrease of the agricultural income disparity and the average income in national economy was noticed (see table 2 ). Synthesising, it can be stated that the visibly improving parity of agricultural incomes could have been infl uenced by at least three factors, among which we can list: increasing share of subsidies in incomes, market relations which refl ection can be found in the "price scissors" and the investment inputs on farms. And so, considering subsiding the payments, a gradual addiction of Polish agriculture income situation from the EU support can be noticed of farmers is most of all the result of the EU support. The correlation index between the agricultural income parity and the subsidy share in income shows a strong, positive (85%) and statistically signifi cant interdependence (see diagram 2). It is worth to describe also another important factor which infl uences the incomes of farms which is the index of prices of agricultural sold products to the prices of products and services bought by farms. Starting from the year 2000 for the next 10 following years, a favourable tight of "price scissors" occurred only four times of which three times after the EU accession (see table 3 ). However it is diffi cult to show a direct interdependence between income situation of farms and "price scissors" because it is a result of many macroeconomic variables like NGP dynamics, the accepted political option of national policy, exchange rates and other factors. However, the correlation Vol.16, No. 1
The connection of income situation of farms and the reproduction processes in Poland in the view of the EU integration It is admittedly positive which lets to interpret that growing dynamics of agricultural sold products prices to the prices of products and services bought by farms (closing the "price scissors") was accompanied by an improving parity of agricultural incomes. Facing this relatively weak connection it must be admitted that stabilising direct payments have a bigger infl uence on incomes, soothing repercussions from the market, which is observed in countries were CAP is carried for a longer period of time.
A third relation considers the connection of agricultural income parity to carried investments on farms and progressive accumulation rate. The correlation analysis showed only a positive direction of changes because the correlation coeffi cients appeared relatively low (approx. 0,3) and statistically insignifi cant even after taking into consideration postponing the investments effects which shows that the improvement of the farmers and non-farmers' income relation itself does not mean a growing tendency of farmers to invest. However it is interesting that there is a signifi cant and strong relation between farm incomes calculated per a full-time employee and accumulation rate (see diagram 3) 6 . Vol.16, No. 1
The connection of income situation of farms and the reproduction processes in Poland in the view of the EU integration On average the income growth of 1000 creates the growth of accumulation rate at a level of a half of percentage point. This phenomenon must be positively interpret because when as the result of income growth the accumulative opportunities appear then it promotes the reproduction processes in farms.
Agri-food products international trade
Polish accession in the EU infl uence on agri-food products international trade must be assessed positively. First years of membership showed that Polish agri-food products are of comparative advantages within uniform market which probably was the strongest determinant of positive growth of agri-food products exchange balance. Other factor which has a good infl uence on a positive balance of agri-food products exchange could be the fi nancial means from the EU which fl ow into the agricultural sector (see table 4) The connection of income situation of farms and the reproduction processes in Poland in the view of the EU integration Admittedly the correlation analysis shows an average (0,49), positive, statistically signifi cant coexistence, however, when searching for the reasonresult correlation of improving, positive balance of international trade of agri-food products due to the EU fi nancial means, one must be very careful. The estimated regression model appeared to be of a low adjustment which might show that it is not the only direct factor which determines the analysed phenomenon but one of many because of a bigger strength was for sure the EU integration fact and revealing the mentioned comparative advantages linked to that, as well as various macroeconomic determinants (growing NGP, exchange rate relations). However it can be assumed that the fl ow of the EU means into the agri-food sector positively infl uenced the manufacturing and productive sphere via the made investments which could indirectly cause the positive results in the exchange balance mentioned.
Conclusions
Coming to the conclusion it is worth emphasising that after the EU accession a visibly growing agricultural income parity is observed. The improvement of Vol.16, No. 1 ANDRZEJ CZYŻEWSKI ANNA MATUSZCZAK the farms' income situation was mostly infl uenced by the occurrence of direct subsidies. It is assessed that current market conditions, expressed by "price scissors", were of a smaller infl uence. Obviously the fact that after the EU accession there appeared they favourable closed more often. Therefore it can be deduced that via a specifi c agricultural policy it is possible to keep a stable agricultural income growth in the changeable economy conditions.
Another measurable positive phenomenon, especially in fi rst years after the integration, was a increasing dynamics of investment inputs which undoubtedly improved the production standards and accumulation rate. Also favourable tendencies in agri-food international trade which probably are mostly the result of revealed comparative advantages of Polish agri-food sector.
Summary
The connection of income situation of farms and the reproduction processes in the view of the EU integration The aim of the paper is to show the infl uence of the improving farms' income situation in Poland after the UE accession with their reproductive possibilities. To achieve this target it was defi ned whether the increasing agricultural income parity was a result of a changing market situation ("price scissors"), CAP subsidies or investment-accumulative processes. Also the connection of the EU fi nancial means with the balance of agri-food international trade was analysed.
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